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Vancouver, British Columbia, CanadaABSTRACT To explore the disassembly mechanism of tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), a model system for virus study, during
infection, we have used single-molecule force spectroscopy to mimic and follow the process of RNA disassembly from the
protein coat of TMV by the replisome (molecular motor) in vivo, under different pH and Ca2þ concentrations. Dynamic force
spectroscopy revealed the unbinding free-energy landscapes as that at pH 4.7 the disassembly process is dominated by one
free-energy barrier, whereas at pH 7.0 the process is dominated by one barrier and that there exists a second barrier. The addi-
tional free-energy barrier at longer distance has been attributed to the hindrance of disordered loops within the inner channel of
TMV, and the biological function of those protein loops was discussed. The combination of pH increase and Ca2þ concentration
drop could weaken RNA-protein interactions so much that the molecular motor replisome would be able to pull and disassemble
the rest of the genetic RNA from the protein coat in vivo. All these facts provide supporting evidence at the single-molecule level,
to our knowledge for the first time, for the cotranslational disassembly mechanism during TMV infection under physiological
conditions.INTRODUCTIONStudy of the mechanism of virus assembly and disassembly
is of paramount importance in the control of virus infection.
Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) was the first virus to be
discovered, and has been used as a model system for virus
study since its discovery more than a century ago (1–12).
TMV is a rod-shaped virus, 300 nm in length and 18 nm
in diameter, with a central channel of ~4 nm in diameter.
Approximately 2130 identical protein subunits, each with
a molecular mass of 17,500 Da, form a helix with 161/3
subunits in every turn, protecting a single-strand RNA that
follows the basic helix groove among the protein subunits
at a diameter of 8 nm (6). During the past century, scientists
have designed many experiments to explore the mechanism
of TMV disassembly/assembly, because such information is
of great importance for preventing TMV infection. Based on
the crystal structure of TMV together with other experi-
mental results, Namba et al. (6) and Stubbs (7) have
proposed that when a virion first enters a plant cell, the
decrease in calcium concentration and a raised pH (relative
to the extracellular environment) removes protons and cal-
cium ions from the carboxyl-carboxylate and carboxylate-
phosphate pairs, allowing electrostatic repulsive forces
from the negative charges to destabilize the virus. The
in vitro experiments by Wilson (8) and Mundry et al. (9)
have shown that mild alkaline pretreatment destabilizes
the TMV particle at the 50-end, resulting in the uncoatingSubmitted July 17, 2013, and accepted for publication October 9, 2013.
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start codon of the RNA (10) and facilitate the loading of the
ribosomal proteins. However, there is evidence that TMV
RNA is not destabilized by pretreatment (at higher pH 8),
but is still capable of being disassembled in vivo. Although
it has been suggested that the disassembly process of TMV
during the early stage of TMV infection follows the cotrans-
lational disassembly mechanism (i.e., the TMV particles
disassemble gradually during the translation) (8,11,12),
direct evidence at the molecular level is needed. For
example, it is not clear at neutral pH (without the alkaline
pretreatment) if the 50-end of TMV particle is destabilized
and the corresponding RNA is exposed for the subsequent
ribosome loading. Will the molecular motor be able to
further disassemble the RNA from the protein coat? A better
understanding of the TMV disassembly process, and how to
control and modulate it, will shed light on effective plant
protection and the development of new antivirus drugs. In
addition, the study of virus disassembly on such model sys-
tems may help us understand the infection mechanism of
other viruses.
AFM-based single-molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS)
has the capability to measure the interacting forces
between biomolecules under physiological conditions with
picoNewton (pN) sensitivity (13–35). In addition, recent
studies have shown that by elaborate experimental design/
control, AFM-based SMFS can be used to investigate
molecular interactions (or monitor the biological processes)
in material or biological systems (36–42). Apart from direct
quantitative investigation of intra- and intermolecularhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.10.005
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mation on the prominent barriers traversed in the free-
energy landscape along their force-driven unbinding
pathways. In this direction, dynamic force spectroscopy
(DFS) experiments, in which molecular bonds are dissoci-
ated at different timescales, are quite useful. So far, DFS
has been used successfully to disclose the energy landscapes
for ligand-receptor interactions (43–45), DNA melting (46),
unfolding of proteins (47,48), and the adhesion of biological
cells (49), providing deep insight into the nature of those
molecular interactions.
In this article, on the basis of our previously established
method (36), we move one step further to apply SMFS to
investigate the mechanism of RNA disassembly from the
protein coat of TMV under physiological conditions during
infection. To do that, DFS is employed to explore the
unbinding free-energy landscapes of RNA-coat protein
complexes under different pH (4.7 and 7.0) and EDTA
concentrations, respectively. Our results show that with
the increase of pH, the unbinding force between genetic
RNA and coat protein is reduced remarkably. And decrease
of calcium ion concentration weakens the interactions
between RNA and coat protein, but only at or near the
50-end of TMV and not at other locations. Based on these
results, the molecular mechanism of RNA disassembly
from TMV during the early state of TMV infection is
proposed.METHODS
Materials
Wild-type TMV particles were prepared as described in Niu et al. (50).
A TMV mutant, TMV1cys (an additional cysteine residue was added to
the amino terminus of the virus coat protein), was prepared using the
same procedure as described by Royston et al. (51). Ultrapure deionized
water (18.2 MU,cm) was obtained from a Milli-Q purification system
(Millipore, Billerica, MA). Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with pH 4.7
and 7.0 was prepared by 1), titrating Na2HPO4 (0.1 M) into NaH2PO4
(0.1 M) to get a final pH of 4.7; and 2), titrating NaH2PO4 (0.1 M) into
Na2HPO4 (0.1 M) to get a final pH of 7.0. A quantity of 50 or 100 mM
EDTA-PBS solution was prepared by dissolving EDTA powder into PBS
buffer (3-APDMES [3-aminopropyldimethylepoxysilane] FluoroChem,
Hadfield, Derbyshire, UK) of pH 4.7.Immobilization of TMV sample and
functionalization of AFM tips
TMV particles were immobilized on the gold substrate by immersing
cleaned gold substrates into a TMV (0.5 mg/mL)-PBS solution for 3 h
at pH 4.7, which were then rinsed with the same PBS buffer before the
pulling experiment. For those experiments performed at pH 7.0, TMV
particles were first adsorbed on a gold substrate at pH 4.7 in the same
fashion as mentioned above and then a PBS buffer of pH 7.0 was used
during the stretching experiment. Si3N4 AFM tips were immersed in a
piranha solution (H2SO4/30% H2O2, v/v ¼ 7:3) for 5 min, rinsed with
copious amounts of water, and dried in an oven. Then the tips were modi-
fied with 3-APDMES to increase the probability of picking up an RNA
molecule (52).SMFS and DFS
Single-molecule force spectroscopy experiments were carried out using a
NanoWizard II BioAFM (JPK Instrument, Berlin, Germany) in contact
mode at room temperature in PBS at pH 4.7 and 7.0, respectively. Standard
V-shaped Si3N4 tips (MSCT; Bruker, Camarillo, CA) with five triangular
cantilevers and one rectangular cantilever were used. Spring constants of
the AFM cantilevers were calibrated using the thermal noise method
(53,54). The measured values ranged from 15 to 20 mN/m. In our experi-
ment, a contact force ~1.5 nN was applied between the AFM tip and the
sample with duration of 0.3 s. To perform the DFS measurement, we
recorded force versus extension traces at a pulling rate ranging from
30 nm/s (loading rate 0.59 nN/s) to 2500 nm/s (loading rate 48.85 nN/s),
with a constant approaching rate of 2500 nm/s. For each pulling rate, 250
peaks were analyzed and the force distribution histograms were fitted to
Gaussian functions to get the most probable unbinding forces and standard
deviations. The loading rate was determined by multiplying the stretching
rate with the slope of peak near the rupture point on the sawtooth-like pla-
teaus. To minimize the effect of the RNA linker on the apparent slope (i.e.,
the spring constant) of the system, statistical analysis on the apparent spring
constants was performed (by using ~400 data points) to get the most prob-
able spring constant (19.54 5 9.28 pN/nm), which was then used for the
determination of the loading rate. For the force-clamp experiment, the adja-
cent steps in the height-time curves were identified and measured by using
the step-fitting function (55) of the data processing software provided by the
manufacturer of our NanoWizard II BioAFM (JPK Instrument). The step-
fitting function finds steps in the height-time curve data by fitting a model
that is a combination of sharp steps with a slowly varying background (55).
The step sizes (height) were exported as a plain text file, and a histogram of
the step-size distribution was constructed with the software IGOR Pro
(WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR).RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
pH-dependence of unbinding forces between
RNA and coat protein
In our previous studies, we have shown that, to investigate
molecular interactions in relatively complex systems
(including in condensed material and/or biological sys-
tems), a carefully tailored experimental design, such as
with a sample preparation method, is of crucial importance
(36,37). By introducing an additional cysteine residue to the
amino terminus of the virus coat protein, the TMV particle
can be perpendicularly immobilized on a gold substrate.
This is likely done by their 30 ends (the ends of TMV parti-
cle are named after the corresponding RNA ends) because
the cysteine residues at the 30 ends are more accessible to
the gold surface (51), via gold-thiol chemistry leaving the
50 ends exposed for picking up by AFM tip (36,51). In addi-
tion, a previous study also showed that even wild-type TMV
particles could be immobilized perpendicularly on the gold
substrate under lower pH (36). An upright configuration of
the TMV particle on the gold substrate will facilitate picking
up and eventually pulling the RNA genome out of the plant
virus. As illustrated in Fig. 1 a, the TMV particles are first
perpendicularly immobilized on a gold substrate. Then the
AFM tip is brought to contact with the asymmetric 50 open-
ing of the immobilized TMV particles (36,51), which makes
close contact of the 50 RNA genome with the AFM tip andBiophysical Journal 105(12) 2790–2800
FIGURE 1 (a) Schematic illustration of the SMFS experiment. (Red and
green color) Random and AAG sequences of RNA, respectively. (b) A
typical force-extension curve containing the sawtooth-like plateau obtained
by pulling the RNA out of the TMV particle. FG (the peak) and FR (the vale)
represent the unbinding forces of AAG sequences and other random
sequences, respectively. To see this figure in color, go online.
2792 Liu et al.subsequent RNA-AFM tip attachment possible. Our results
show that an amino-group-functionalized AFM tip can
make the probability of RNA-AFM tip attachment more
consistent and reproducible as compared with that of bare
Si3N4 tip. This may be due to the stronger electrostatic (as
well as hydrogen-bonding) interactions between amine-
group and RNA fragment. When the AFM tip is retracted
from the sample surface the RNA can be pulled step-by-
step out of the TMV particle, producing the sawtooth-like
force plateau on the stretching curve, as shown in Fig. 1 b.
It needs to be pointed out that the length of the force plateauBiophysical Journal 105(12) 2790–2800will depend on both the z-scan size (the travel distance of
the AFM scanner in z direction) and the tip-RNA interac-
tions (see Fig. S1 and Fig. S2 in the Supporting Material
for more information).
On the sawtooth-like force plateau, peaks and vales appear
by turns. It has been reported that the affinity between AAG
sequences and the coat protein, is the strongest among all of
the RNA-coat protein complexes (56). So those peaks on the
sawtooth-like plateaumay correspond to the unbinding force
between AAG sequences of the RNA and coat protein (36),
named FG, whereas the vales may correspond to the unbind-
ing force between the rest, i.e., random sequences of the
RNA and coat protein, named FR. In other words, those vales
can be looked on as the minimum/basic forces required to
unbind general RNA fragments from the protein coat,
whereas the peaks represent the unbinding of specific RNA
sequences (e.g., AAG-rich sequence) from the protein coat.
Earlier in vitro experiments have shown that pretreatment
of TMV particles by alkaline alters the stability of the virus
particle (8,9). In addition, it is also believed that upon
entering the plant cell, TMV particles will experience an in-
crease in pH. To understand the effects of pH on the stability
of the TMV particles and RNA-protein interactions, SMFS
experiments were performed at pH 4.7 and 7.0, respectively.
There are two reasons for choosing those twovalues of pH:
1. We want to see the effect of pH on the protein loops on
the inside wall of TMV particle; it has been reported
that at pH< 6, the loops exist as more-ordered structures
compared with those at pH 7.0.
2. pH 4.7 can facilitate the attachment of TMV particle to
the gold substrate in an upright fashion (51).
Hundreds of sawtooth-plateau-containing force-extension
curves (Fig. 2 a) were obtained under these two conditions,
and the corresponding unbinding forces, FG and FR, were
measured, respectively. The forces were plotted as histo-
grams and then fitted by Gaussian functions to yield the
most probable unbinding forces with standard deviations.
At pH 4.7, FG and FR are 533 5 42 and 423 5 32 pN,
with a fluctuation of 110 pN (Fig. 2 b), whereas at pH 7.0,FIGURE 2 (a) Superposition of typical
sawtooth-like plateaus obtained at pH 4.7 (pink
curve) and 7.0 (green curve), respectively. (b) His-
tograms of unbinding forces FG (dark pink) and FR
(light pink) at pH 4.7. (c) Histograms of unbinding
forces FG (dark green) and FR (light green) at
pH 7.0. Each histogram contains 250 events with
force-loading rate of 29.31 nN/s and is fitted to
a Gaussian function (black). To see this figure in
color, go online.
FIGURE 3 The most probable unbinding forces FG and FR between the
RNA and coat protein as functions of the loading rate at (a) pH 4.7 and (b)
pH7.0.Error bars are standarddeviations.To see this figure in color, goonline.
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tion of 66 pN (Fig. 2 c). Both FG and FR are larger at pH 4.7
compared to pH 7.0, suggesting that the RNA fragments
disassemble easier from the protein coat at pH 7.0.
Our results agree well with the earlier findings by Steckert
and Schuster (56), who observed much stronger binding
between RNA and coat protein at pH 5 than at pH 7 during
their equilibrium dialysis binding experiments. The interac-
tions between RNA and coat protein can be classified into
three categories: electrostatic interactions between the phos-
phate groups and protein side chains; hydrophobic interac-
tions between the bases and the protein; and base-specific
hydrogen bonds with the protein (6). As the pH is changed
from 4.7 to 7.0, the interactions between phosphate groups
and arginine residues are weakened due to decreased density
of positive charges on the arginine residues, and at the
same time, hydrogen bonds formed between the N-6 atom
in adenine and the main-chain carbonyl group of Thr89 are
weakened (6). These two factors have contributed to the
weakened RNA-coat protein interactions upon pH variation
from 4.7 to 7.0.
Another interesting fact is that the force fluctuation (peak-
to-vale) at pH 4.7 is larger than that at pH 7.0, which means
that the unbinding force FG (of AAG sequences) decreases
faster than FR (of other random sequences) when the pH
is changed from 4.7 to 7.0. In other words, the interactions
between the AAG sequences of the RNA and coat protein
are affected more by pH change than the interactions
between other sequences of the RNA and coat protein.
This is in agreement with the fact that strong hydrogen-
bonding interactions exist between the guanine base and
arginine (Arg122) and aspartic acid (Asp115) (56).DFS investigation of RNA-coat protein unbinding
at pH 4.7 and 7.0
To gain deep insight into the mechanism of TMV disas-
sembly process, DFS was employed to reveal the free-
energy landscape of RNA-coat protein complexes at pH
4.7 and 7.0. We explored the dependence of the unbinding
forces (FG and FR) on the loading rate (rf), which represents
how quickly the force is applied to the complexes. For this
purpose, typically 250 curves were recorded at each loading
rate ranging from 0.59 to 48.8 nN/s, at pH 4.7 and 7.0,
respectively. The unbinding forces at each loading rate
were analyzed and plotted as histograms, which were subse-
quently subjected to Gaussian fitting to get the most prob-
able unbinding forces and standard deviations (as shown
in Fig. S3 and Table S1 in the Supporting Material). The
most probable unbinding forces, FG and FR, are plotted
against the logarithm of the loading rate, ln rf, in Fig. 3.
The results show that the unbinding forces, FG and FR,
increase linearly with logarithm of the loading rate in the
range of 0.59–48.8 nN/s. This means that both FG and FR
are loading rate-dependent, and these two unbinding pro-cesses occur in a nonequilibrium state at the timescale of
our experiment (57). At each loading rate, the discrepancy
between FG and FR at pH 4.7 is larger than that at pH 7.0,
which means that FG is more sensitive to the pH change
in the loading rate range explored. In addition, under both
pH conditions the discrepancy between the two unbinding
forces increases with the loading rate, which means that
FG is more sensitive than FR to the loading rate.
The data of the most-probable unbinding forces, versus ln
rf, fit well to the Bell-Evans model (as shown in Fig. 3; see
the Supporting Material for a detailed description of the
fitting process). The Bell-Evans model has been used
frequently to describe the influence of an external force on
the rate of noncovalent bond dissociation (58,59).
When a constant external force, F, is applied to the com-
plex of RNA and coat protein, the unbinding is facilitated by
a lowered free-energy barrier, resulting in an increased off-
rate constant, according to Eqs. 1 and 2 (59):
DEsðFÞ ¼ DEs  Fxb; (1)

Fxb

koffðFÞ ¼ koff exp
kBT
; (2)Biophysical Journal 105(12) 2790–2800
2794 Liu et al.where DEs and koff are the free-energy barrier and off-rate
constant of the complex in the absence of a force, and DEs
(F) and koff (F) are the corresponding variables in the pres-
ence of an applied force. The value kB denotes the Boltz-
mann constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin (kBT ¼
4.11 pN$nm at 298 K). The value cb is the effective distance
between the bound state and the transition state projected
along the direction of the applied force.
Equation 3 predicts a linear relationship between the
unbinding force F and ln rf. The slope of the line correlates
with the free-energy barrier along the reaction coordinate of
the RNA-coat protein complex, yielding cb. By extrapo-
lating the fit to zero external force, one can derive another
important parameter, koff, which is the natural thermal off-
rate for the system. The binding lifetime t is correlated
with koff by equation t ¼ 1/koff:
F ¼ kBT
xb
ln

rf
þ kBT
xb
ln

xb
koffkBT

: (3)
According to transition state theory, the off-rate constant,
koff, is a function of the free-energy barrier DE,
kofffe
DE
kBT : (4)
Therefore, the difference in the free-energy barrier of
different transition states (DDE¼ DEa DEb) can be deter-
mined by Eqs. 5 and 6:
kaoff=k
b
off ¼ e
DDE
kBT ; (5)

a b

DDE ¼ kBT , ln koff=koff : (6)
Table 1 shows these parameters derived by fitting Eq. 3 to
experimental data shown in Fig. 3. At the same time, the dif-
ferences of free-energy barriers (DDE) under different pH
are also shown. These kinetic parameters are reasonable as
compared to that obtained in other similar biological systems
(60–63). For example, in those studies on (strept)avidin-
biotin interactions, at least two free-energy barriers have
been found: one with a very narrow width (cb % 0.1 nm)
and the other with a large one (cb R 0.4 nm). The narrowTABLE 1 Kinetic parameters for RNA-protein unbinding
obtained by dynamic force spectroscopy
RNA-coat
protein
Loading
rate (nN/s) cb (nm) koff (s
1) t (s)
DDE
(kBT)
pH 4.7 FG 0.59–48.8 0.060 0.19 5.26 —
FR 0.59–48.8 0.072 0.29 3.43 —
pH 7.0 FG 0.59–2.09 0.34 7.66  104 1.31  103 5.51
2.09–48.8 0.051 4.08 0.24 3.07
FR 0.59–2.59 0.36 1.14  102 87.7 3.24
2.59–48.8 0.056 7.34 0.14 3.23
DDE is relative to the RNA-coat protein unbinding at pH 4.7.
Biophysical Journal 105(12) 2790–2800inner energy barrier has been attributed to the breakage of
hydrogen bonds between biotin and streptavidin in their
recent work by Teulon et al. (62). In our case, the narrow
free-energy barrier located at ~0.06 (0.05–0.07) nm may
be ascribed to the event involved in the breaking of the
hydrogen bonds between RNA and coat protein, because
the increase of pH from 4.7 to 7.0 has caused a free-energy
drop of ~3 kBT for this energy barrier (see Table 1 and Fig. 4).pH changes the unbinding free-energy landscape
of RNA-coat protein complexes
According to the parameters in Table 1, we can draw the
conceptual free-energy landscapes for the unbinding of
RNA-coat protein complexes under different conditions,
as shown in Fig. 4.
As seen in Fig. 3, at pH 4.7 both FG and FR exhibit one
linear region within the range of the experimental loading
rate. This indicates that a single free-energy barrier domi-
nates the unbinding, resulting in cb of 0.06 and 0.072 nm,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 4. However, at pH 7.0, both
FG and FR exhibit two distinct linear regions within theFIGURE 4 Conceptual unbinding free-energy landscapes of RNA-coat
protein complexes for (a) FG and (b) FR at pH 4.7 (pink line) and 7.0 (green
line) without external force, respectively. To see this figure in color, go online.
RNA Disassembly in Tobacco Mosaic Virus 2795range of the experimental loading rate, with an initial
gradual increase followed by a more rapid increase at a
higher loading rate. These data reveal that at pH 7.0 both
AAG and other random RNA sequences need to overcome
two free-energy barriers and one intermediate state to get
disassembled from the protein coat. For the AAG sequence,
the two free-energy barriers (cb) are located at 0.34 and
0.051 nm, respectively; for other random sequences, the bar-
riers are at 0.36 and 0.056 nm, respectively, as shown in
Fig. 4. The appearance of the extra free-energy barrier at
pH 7.0 indicates that there exist some long-range interac-
tions between the RNA and the coat protein. Therefore, it
is interesting to find out what may have contributed to
such long-range interactions.
It has been reported that at pH < 6, the loops of polypep-
tide chain on the inside wall of the TMV particle exist as
more-ordered structures, compared to that at pH 7.0 (56),
as illustrated in Fig. 5.
Furthermore, recent cryo-electron microscopy results
by Ge and Zhou (64) showed nicely the contribution of
hydrogen bonds (e.g., between Glu97 and Glu106) to the
ordering of the inner loops. Combining these structural char-
acters of TMV (visualized using the software VMD (65)), we
speculate that the loop may become disordered when the
pH is changed from 4.7 to 7.0 due to the weakened/broken
hydrogen bonds (for example, between Glu97 and Glu106).
As a result, the translocation path (Fig. 5 b) of the RNA frag-
ment during unbinding will be blocked. Namely, to disso-
ciate completely from the protein coat the RNA fragment
needs to unbind from its binding site (the RNA site in
Fig. 5) on the protein coat first. Then further dissociation
of the detached RNA fragment from the helical groove
formed by protein coat is hindered by those disordered loops
(Fig. 5 b, right). In other words, at pH 7.0, free-energy bar-riers with cb of 0.34 nm (for the AAG sequence) and
0.36 nm (for a random sequence) may correspond to the
long-distance hindrance effect of the disordered loop struc-
ture on RNA, and the ones with cb of 0.051 and 0.056 nm
arise from the short-distance recognition effect between
RNA and coat protein at their binding sites. At pH 4.7, the
ordered loop structure does not hinder the dissociation of
the partially detached RNA from protein coat (Fig. 5 b, red
dashed arrow), so the only free-energy barriers with cb of
0.06 and 0.072 nm correspond to the short-distance recogni-
tion between RNA and coat protein at their binding sites.
These results may suggest the interesting possibility that
when a TMV virus comes into the plant cell, the interactions
between RNA and its protein coat are weakened due to a pH
increase, facilitating further disassembly by the replisome.
However, the disordered protein rings (loops) still protect
the RNA from direct exposure to the cytoplasm (by random
diffusion), avoiding digestion of the RNA by the nuclease.
If this hindrance effect of disordered loops on RNA disso-
ciation really exists, it will be more difficult for the detached
RNA fragments to find their way back to the helical groove
of the protein coat when relaxed. To prove our hypothesis,
we performed stretching-relaxation cycles repeatedly under
different values of pH (4.7 and 7.0) to compare the probabil-
ity of reassembly under these two conditions. As shown in
Fig. 6 a, at pH 4.7 the sawtooth-like plateau reappears in
some of the stretching cycles subsequent to relaxation.
This indicates that the detached RNA can find its way
back to the protein coat and reassemble. The probability
for RNA reassembly is ~56.5% at pH 4.7, and ~3.1% at
pH 7.0. In addition, at pH 7.0 the sawtooth-like plateau
that reappeared during the subsequent stretching is quite
short (see Fig. 6 b). This means that, at higher pH, it is diffi-
cult for the detached RNA to rebind to the protein coat, andFIGURE 5 (a) Six subunits of TMV coat protein
in a central longitudinal section with the RNA he-
lix (left) and RNA at binding sites only (right). (b)
Schematic drawing of pH-induced disordering of
the inner loops of a TMV particle. With pH in-
crease from 4.7 to 7.0, the inner loops become
disordered. As a result, for the translocation of
RNA fragments (red dashed arrow indicates the
translocation path) from their binding sites to the
outside (i.e., the inner channel), an extra barrier
has to be overcome. The TMV structure in panel
a was created using the software VMD (65)
together with structural data of TMV from the
Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinfor-
matics (Piscataway, NJ) Protein Data Bank
(PDB:2TMV). To see this figure in color, go
online.
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FIGURE 6 Typical repeated stretching and relaxation traces of four RNA
molecules without rupture at (a) pH 4.7 and (b) pH 7.0, respectively.
(Downward arrows) Increasing order of stretching and relaxation cycles.
2796 Liu et al.only very short RNA fragments can reassemble. These facts
support our hypothesis that the disordered loops prevent the
dissociation of RNA from the protein coat at pH 7.0. From
Fig. 6 we can also find that there are a few negative peaks on
the relaxation/approaching curve. They may come from the
interaction between the side wall of AFM tip and some
TMV particles, which have been immobilized on the gold
substrate perpendicularly (51).FIGURE 7 Two types of typical sawtooth-like plateau obtained in the
presence of 100 mMEDTA at pH 4.7. The force curves are fitted to a worm-
like-chain model. The persistence lengths for (a) type I and (b) type II
curves are 955 20 and 0.655 0.10 nm, respectively.EDTA weakens the RNA-coat protein interactions
at the 50 end of TMV
Based on the crystal structure of TMV, it has been specu-
lated that the calcium ion utilizes one carboxylate oxygen
atom, both phosphate oxygens, the ribose hydroxyl group,
and the ring oxygen, together with two water molecules as
ligands, to stabilize the virus structure (6). The interactions
among the phosphate, carboxylate, and calcium in TMVare
presumed to play an important role in the assembly and
disassembly of the virus. It is assumed that when a virion
first enters a plant cell, the low intracellular calcium concen-
tration and the high pH value (relative to the extracellular
environment) remove protons and calcium ions from theBiophysical Journal 105(12) 2790–2800two carboxyl-carboxylate pairs and the phosphate-carbox-
ylate calcium site, allowing electrostatic repulsive forces
from the negative charges to destabilize the virus (6). The
protein-nucleic acid interactions involving the first 69 nucle-
otides are weaker than the rest of RNA genome because of
the absence of guanine bases (66), so the protein subunits
forming ~1.5 turns of the virus helix at the 50 end are lost.
To verify this hypothesis at the single-molecule level,
RNA disassembly experiments were performed in the pres-
ence of EDTA (0, 50, and 100 mM, respectively), which can
chelate calcium ions effectively. Two types of sawtooth-
plateau-containing force-extension curves were obtained
under these conditions, as shown in Fig. 7.
In one kind of force curve, the force increases abruptly
before the sawtooth-like plateau appears, and in the other,
the force increases slowly before the sawtooth-like plateau
appears, as seen in Fig. 7 a (or Fig. 2 a) and b, respectively.
These two kinds of force curves can both be fitted to
a wormlike-chain model (24). For the force curve in
Fig. 7 a, the persistence length is ~95 5 20 nm, which
means that a rigid object has been stretched, corresponding
to the stretching of the whole TMV particle by AFM tip
before the RNA is pulled out of the particle. For the force
curve in Fig. 7 b, the persistence length is ~0.65 5
0.10 nm, which means that a flexible polymer chain is
RNA Disassembly in Tobacco Mosaic Virus 2797stretched, corresponding to stretching of the free RNA
detached from the protein coat before it is further detached
step by step from the TMV particle.
In the absence of EDTA, the probability of getting the
force curve (type II) shown in Fig. 7 b is 12.5%, whereas
in the presence of 50 and 100 mM EDTA, this probability
is increased to 33.9 and 43.1%, respectively. Our previous
work shows that the sawtooth-like plateau arises from the
sequential unbinding of the RNA genome from the 50-end
opening to the inside of TMV particle (36). Combining
these facts, we can deduce that EDTA can chelate calcium
ions near the 50-end of the TMV nanotube to weaken the
interactions between the RNA and coat protein, resulting
in the detachment of RNA at or near the 50-end of TMV
from protein coat. This result is consistent with the specu-
lation based on the crystal structure of TMV (6). And the
probability of initial (50-end) RNA unbinding from the pro-
tein coat increases with EDTA concentration. However,
when we superimpose the force curves obtained in the pres-
ence of EDTA of different concentrations, we can find that,
although the shape of the curves at smaller extensions are
quite different, the sawtooth plateaus at longer extensions
superimpose on one another very well, as shown in Fig. 8.
This means that in other parts of the TMV particle (except
that near the 50-end), the interactions between RNA and
the coat protein are hardly affected by EDTA, supporting
the cotranslational disassembly mechanism of TMV.The combination of pH increase and Ca2D
concentration drop facilitates the cotranslational
disassembly of TMV
From the above discussion, we know that EDTA can only
chelate calcium ions at or near the 50-end of the TMV nano-FIGURE 8 Superposition of sawtooth-like plateaus obtained in the pres-
ence of 0, 50, and 100 mM EDTA, respectively. To see this figure in color,
go online.tube. In other words, the decrease of calcium ion concentra-
tion only weakens the interactions between the RNA and
coat protein at or near the 50-end of TMV, which can cause
the release of the RNA fragment from the protein coat
without affecting RNA-protein coat interactions in other
parts of TMV. It is believed that upon entering (from an
outside environment), the plant cell the TMV particle will
encounter a pH increase as well as the [Ca2þ] drop. To
mimic such an environment change, we investigated the
unbinding of RNA-protein coat in the presence of EDTA
at higher pH (pH 7.0). Our results show that, in addition
to the overall decrease of unbinding force (as discussed
above), the probability for detecting free RNA fragments
at the 50-end has increased from 33.9 and 43.1% at pH 4.7
to 51.4 and 59.6% at pH 7.0 in the presence of 50- and
100-mM EDTA, respectively. It is not difficult to imagine
that the release of 50-end RNA fragment will facilitate the
loading of the replisome.
We ask:What about the rest of the RNA-coat protein com-
plex? Will the interactions between the RNA and protein
coat under high pH be weakened enough that the ribosome
can disassemble those RNA-coat protein complexes located
far away from the 50-end during the translation process?
Under optimal conditions, the RNA decoding speed for
a ribosome is ~45 nucleotides/s, which corresponds to an
approximate translocation speed of 30 nm/s. Under such a
speed, the RNA-coat protein unbinding force is ~60 pN, as
estimated from our SMFS experiment. According to the bril-
liant work by Vanzi et al. (67), we know that Escherichia
coli 70S ribosomes can hold the messenger RNA even
at an external force of 100 pN. In addition, the translocation
energy during ribosomal protein synthesis is ~7.3 kcal/mol
4.2¼ 30.66 kJ/molz 12.4 kT per amino acid (35), which is
not very far from the one estimated by our AFM experiment
(3  0.7 nm  60 pN z 30 kT). The difference may be
ascribed to the different environment inside the plant cell.
For example, the pH may be higher than 7.0, which can
further weaken the RNA-protein coat interactions as well
as slowing translocation speed. These facts indicate that
under neutral or higher pH, the replisome will be able to
disassemble the RNA from the protein coat of TMV.Single-molecule force-clamp experiments reveal
the step size of RNA disassembly
Apart from the pulling experiment performed at constant ve-
locity (as discussed above), we have also employed single-
molecule force-clamp spectroscopy, which has been used
successfully in the study of protein unfolding as well as
for disulfide isomerization/reduction in polyproteins (68–
70) to investigate the disassembly process in more detail.
To accomplish this, a constant force of 50 pN was applied
on the RNA picked up by the AFM tip, then the exten-
sion/height of the molecule was followed in real-time, as
shown in Fig. 9 a. From the figure we can see that theBiophysical Journal 105(12) 2790–2800
FIGURE 9 The single-molecule force-clamp experiment on RNA disas-
sembly. (a) One typical trace that shows stepwise increase of the height.
(b) Histogram of the step-size distribution obtained under a loading force
of 50 pN.
2798 Liu et al.real-time curve shows a stepwise height increase, which cor-
responds to the gradual detachment of RNA from the protein
coat. Statistical analysis has been performed on the step
sizes, and the most probable step size is ~4.2 nm, as shown
in Fig. 9 b. When dividing the most probable step size,
which is ~4.2 nm, by 0.68 nm (the rough distance between
adjacent bases), we can obtain a step size of approximately
six bases. Considering the fact that each coat protein binds
to three nucleotides, we can estimate that the RNA frag-
ments unbind from the protein coat in the fashion of two
proteins per step during the disassembly. To our knowledge,
this is the first study providing such quantitative information
on the disassembly, although more investigations are needed
to explore the mechanism behind this.CONCLUSION
In summary, we have directly investigated the process of
RNA disassembly from its protein coat at the single-mole-
cule level by mimicking the solution environment of TMV
disassembly in vivo. When the pH condition is changed
from 4.7 to 7.0, the unbinding forces between RNA genome
and coat protein are reduced so much that the replisome
(molecular motor) will be able to disassemble the RNA
from the protein coat of the TMV particle. Using DFS, weBiophysical Journal 105(12) 2790–2800have revealed the unbinding free-energy landscapes at pH
4.7 and 7.0, and the additional free-energy barrier at longer
distances for pH 7.0 may come from the hindrance of
disordered loops within the inner channel of TMV. To our
knowledge, this is the first experiment to characterize the
free-energy landscapes of the disassembly process of RNA
from its protein coat.
Our results also demonstrate that the decrease of calcium
ion concentration weakens the interactions between RNA
and coat protein at or near the 50-end of TMV, but does
not affect other parts of TMV. So the process of RNA disas-
sembly from protein coat of TMV particle in plant cell is
revealed: upon entering the plant cell, the RNA fragment
near the 50-end of TMV detaches first because of lower cal-
cium-ion concentration and pH increase, which facilitates
the loading of replisome; the pH increase also facilitates
further RNA disassembly by the replisome during trans-
lation, so that most of the RNA fragment is protected
from digestion before the replication/translation starts. Our
research provides direct molecular evidence on the mecha-
nism of cotranslational disassembly during the early stages
of TMV infection. The established method can also be used
to investigate the disassembly mechanism in other (tubular)
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